SPRINT TEST RULES
Please ensure you read and adhere to our Sprint Test rules. Please note the Sprint Test is NOT
refundable.
Drivers









All drivers must be 18 or over
All drivers must be at least 4’10 tall
All drivers must have a full and current driving licence on the day of the event or they will not be allowed
to participate in the Sprint Test.
Helmets are compulsory and a limited supply can be hired from Silverstone
Drivers must have arms & legs covered at all times whilst driving, no overalls will be available for hire
on the day
Seatbelts are compulsory
Drivers must sign an indemnity and fill in all other relevant Sprint Test paperwork before going out on
the Sprint Test.
No hand held cameras allowed in cars when doing participating the Sprint Test

Driving standards






All windows should be closed at all times while on the Sprint Test.
Any driver spinning, racing or driving dangerously will be reported and may be refused another run on
the Sprint Test
Drive slowly in the paddock, there will be a lot of pedestrians – be aware of them
Drivers will be watched at all times, if reported we have the right to ask you to leave the circuit
Mobile telephones and car phones must not be used on the Sprint Test by drivers or passengers, even
if their car is stationary. Anyone seen to be using one will be excluded from the event.

Vehicle restrictions













Only a Ford manufactured road legal car is allowed on the to do the Sprint Test
Your vehicle must be in suitable condition for circuit driving and to MOT test standards
Cars fitted with slick tyres are not permitted on the Sprint Test.
Tyres must meet the recommended pressure for high speed driving
Do NOT overfill petrol tanks
3 wheel cars are not permitted to participate in the Sprint Test
Timing Devices of any type fixed to a vehicle are strictly forbidden
The maximum sound level for your vehicle is 98dB, measured on drive by meters in the Sprint Test
The Silverstone Marshals reserve the right to refuse any car from being driven in the Sprint Test for
whatever
reason – their decision is final
Video Cameras MUST be fixed by means of a mechanical fastening and NOT tape or cable ties.
Cameras must also not hinder a driver’s vision.
Open top vehicles must be fitted with a roll bar/approved windscreen that acts as a roll bar.
Please ensure that all loose objects are removed from the boot of the car and rear seat.

Your car, even if it is totally road legal, will not be allowed on the Sprint Test if it does not meet the
above requirements
Insurance: It should be noted that standard insurance does not cover track driving. Please make your own
arrangements for accident cover.

